DOOR CONTROL "1"
STALL COM
COM
STALL
SAFETY
ACTIVATION

WHITE/RED
WHITE
WHITE/BLACK
GREEN/RED
GREEN/BLACK
GREEN

DOOR CONTROL "A"

WHITE
WHITE
GREEN
GREEN

DOOR CONTROL "B"

WHITE/RED
WHITE
WHITE/BLACK
GREEN/RED
GREEN/BLACK
GREEN

PUSH TO OPEN

1ST 2 3 4 5
RELAY 1
POWER
12-24 V AC/DC

BR3 SETTINGS
FUNCTION "25"
H1=01
H2=01
D1=00

NOTES:
1) SET EACH HUB FOR A SINGLE DOOR.

2) DOOR CONTROL "A" HARNESS FROM EACH HUB WILL GO TO ITS RESPECTIVE CONTROL. DOOR CONTROL "B" HARNESS FROM EACH HUB WILL GO TO THE OPPOSITE CONTROL. IN THIS CONFIGURATION DOORS WILL STALL INDEPENDENTLY.

3) SEE LZR MICROSCAN USERS GUIDE FOR COMPLETE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS.
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